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ABSTRACT

The rise of large, market-concentrating technology firms like Amazon, Inc. is driving commentators, regulators, and politicians to rethink the law of antitrust. In particular, “New Antitrust” reformers propose that the narrow focus on consumer welfare has caused antitrust law to stop too short in corraling the broader social and economic consequences of Big Tech’s “bigness.” Proponents of the consumer welfare standard argue that it has worked well to distinguish beneficial competition from harmful aggression and, further, to reduce costly legal uncertainty. There is now momentum for substantial reform to antitrust law and practice and a growing debate about what such reform might include.

This Article contributes to the debate by presenting a modest case study of a market that is evolving on Amazon, Inc.’s Marketplace platform: the market for nonprescription components of continuous positive air pressure (CPAP) machines, medical devices prescribed to patients suffering from sleep apnea. The study reveals two observations. First, the underlying economic and doctrinal logic of consumer welfare antitrust remains sound. Second, the study illustrates positive social consequences beyond just the economic wealth and welfare that the consumer welfare standard uses as its lodestar. This Article focuses on
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the second observation because New Antitrust reformers’ core claim is that proponents of the consumer welfare approach are wrong to dismiss indirect negative social and economic consequences of bigness, such as harm to small business, stifling of innovation, and inequality.

This Article follows the New Antitrust reformers into this space by illustrating counterbalancing social and economic consequences from Amazon’s consolidation, including a thriving network of small and innovative dealers, other small innovators that serve them, increased employment opportunities, and even lowering of healthcare costs. Amazon has grown large and has concentrated online retail and related logistics, but its largeness has spurred innovation, competition, and social value-creation just upstream.
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The rise of large technology companies, including Amazon, Inc. (Amazon), has spurred interest in reinvigorating antitrust law and enforcement. In the last decade or so, scholars and commentators have observed technology companies growing large and concentrating their markets, while antitrust law—the typical avenue for scrutinizing such concentration—has not raised a meaningful barrier. Congress, federal agencies, and state attorneys general have responded to the rise of Big Tech by initiating various investigative or enforcement actions in the
United States, while EU agencies have carried out similar work within that jurisdiction.\(^3\)

This torrent of scholarship, popular media, political investigating, and litigation represents a wave of momentum toward reform.\(^4\) The fundamental argument of today’s most prominent New Antitrust reformers\(^5\) is that lax antitrust enforcement has allowed for vast concentrations of economic power. Further, they argue, these concentrations bear an important connection to numerous other social, economic, and political problems: everything from economic inequality to a troubled political climate.\(^6\) While granting that facilitating better economic organization and solving social and political problems will require more than antitrust reform,\(^7\) New Antitrust reformers see antitrust law as a uniquely fruitful place to start.

For most reformers, the “consumer welfare standard,” the leading theoretical approach to resolving most antitrust questions, is the root of antitrust law’s present shortcomings.\(^8\) Then-professor and later Judge Robert Bork’s *The Antitrust Paradox: A Policy at War with Itself*\(^9\) most thoroughly contributed to this approach, which proposed that US antitrust statutes be interpreted as applying only to the question of whether society is or should be expected to be made better or worse off—in economic welfare terms—by any action alleged to


\(^6\) Id. at 294.


\(^8\) See infra Part II on the consumer welfare standard, including criticisms of it as a legal lodestar and an economic theory. The consumer welfare standard is not literally a legal “standard” or test, but its logic animates rules that permit, for example, antitrust defendants to present “efficiency justifications” for their allegedly anticompetitive conduct. Joshua D. Wright & Douglas H. Ginsburg, *The Goals of Antitrust: Welfare Trumps Choice*, 81 FORDHAM L. REV. 2405, 2415 (2013).

violate those statutes. Judge Bork argued that real-world markets sometimes involve seemingly aggressive competitive conduct that is, upon further analysis, good and healthy. In other cases, however, aggressive competitive conduct may be aimed at cutting competitors out of the market entirely, amassing market power, and using that power to collect unfair gains for the aggressor at the expense of consumers and conquered competitors. Because good competition ostensibly creates innovation, empowers people and businesses, and leads to a more balanced political and social life, the task of courts and regulators applying antitrust law is to carefully discern the difference. Systematic economic analysis of consumer welfare most heavily influences the way antitrust law works today.

Naturally, one of the fundamental pillars of proposed New Antitrust reform is a criticism of the consumer welfare standard. The primary criticism from these reformers is that consumer welfare antitrust abandons analyzing the important relationship between concentrated market structures and broader market outcomes. To reformers, narrowly focusing on consumer prices and output weakens antitrust law’s earlier historical role in ensuring competitive market structures and ignores indirect economic harms and broader social harms from concentration. New Antitrust reformers argue that the

10. Id. at 90–91; see Steinbaum & Stucke, supra note 7, at 597–98; Mark Glick, The Unsound Theory Behind the Consumer (and Total) Welfare Goal in Antitrust, 63 ANTITRUST BULL. 485, 490 (2018).

11. BORK, supra note 9, at 134–35.

12. See id. at 344–45 (discussing Lorain Journal Co. v. United States, 342 U.S. 143 (1951)); infra Section II.B (describing Judge Bork’s views on Lorain as well as Microsoft); cf. Ramsi Woodcock, Google and Shifting Conceptions of What It Means to Improve a Product, TRUTH ON THE Mkt. (Dec. 16, 2020), https://uknowledge.uky.edu/law_facpub_pop/56/ [perma.cc/9UK7-D3NV] (“Anticompetitive conduct is only ever one thing in antitrust: denial of an essential input to a competitor. There is no other way to harm rivals.”).

13. See BORK, supra note 9, at 134–35; cf. Khan, supra note 2, at 715–16; Steinbaum & Stucke, supra note 7, at 586, 620.

14. Wright et al., supra note 5, at 305.

15. See Steinbaum & Stucke, supra note 7, at 599–600; Khan, supra note 2, at 710.

16. See Steinbaum & Stucke, supra note 7, at 600.

17. Glick, supra note 10, at 492–93. For example, as Khan describes, where a class of consumers’ wealth is transferred to a monopolist, such would not decrease “consumer welfare,” despite clearly being a wealth transfer from consumer to monopolist. Khan, supra note 2, at 743–44.


19. See Khan, supra note 2, at 743–44; Steinbaum & Stucke, supra note 7, at 599–600. See discussion infra Part II for greater elaboration on the consumer welfare standard, criticism of
consumer welfare standard has weakened antitrust law, which, in turn, has resulted in ongoing social, economic, and political harm.  

This Article contributes to the debate by presenting a case study in Amazon’s concentration of online retail by studying a market that has developed on Amazon’s Marketplace platform. Studying markets, including both their structures and outcomes, can reveal evidence of the weakness of the consumer welfare standard or signs of the harms the reformers have purportedly identified. Furthermore, studying markets can also reveal socially valuable consequences for society that might, at minimum, be useful to know if one is devising reforms to mitigate harm. Finally, studying markets directly provides a helpful reminder of the dynamic and contingent processes that shape production and distribution. Even through the course of this study, more than three years in the making, the studied market and Amazon have changed notably.

The studied market consists of the sale of nonprescription components and accessories for home-use continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) machines. Much of the study was created through conversations, interviews, and correspondence with the principals of two third-party seller CPAP businesses. It also consists of original legal and factual research into prices and related aspects of the CPAP market.

While purchasing a CPAP machine requires a prescription, purchasing the most common CPAP accessories does not. This means that dealers can sell accessories to consumers through e-commerce platforms such as Amazon Marketplace. Investigation of this market it, and defense of it. See also Blake & Jones, supra note 18; Ernest Gellhorn, An Introduction to Antitrust Economics, 1975 DUKE L.J. 1, 1–2, 42 (1975).

20. See Steinbaum & Stucke, supra note 7, at 600.


23. See infra Part III.
24. See infra Section III.D.1.
25. See infra Section III.B for further explanation of the legal restrictions applicable to CPAP machines and accessories.
revels several notable observations.\(^2\) First, it appears that prices for components sold through Amazon are much lower than the prices for the same items sold in durable medical equipment (DME) stores, likely due to insurance cost-sharing that occurs in the DME stores but not on Amazon.\(^3\) Nonetheless, lower observed prices are also consistent with the economic logic underpinning the consumer welfare standard: specifically, that concentration or a smaller number of competitors at a given point in the supply chain is not necessarily conclusive of harm—prices could continue to fall and output continue to rise because of productive efficiencies.\(^4\) This case appears to be one where Amazon’s market power and concentration are both the result of, and continue to deliver, welfare-enhancing gains in productive efficiency.\(^5\)

Second, as touted by Amazon\(^6\) and reflected in this Article’s case, third-party sellers are often small- and medium-sized businesses\(^7\) who have tapped into larger markets through Amazon’s platform. In fact, third-party sellers represent approximately half of all sales made through Amazon’s retail platform.\(^8\) Third-party sellers, along with other commentators, describe the Amazon Marketplace platform as an ecosystem.\(^9\) As might be expected, numerous entrepreneurs, in the CPAP market and others, are investing in skills and technologies

---

27. The Author’s investigation consists of numerous informal conversations, one formal in-person interview, one more formal telephone meeting with the principals of an Amazon third-party seller in this market (Seller A), emails and one formal telephone interview with the principal of another Amazon third-party seller (Seller B), as well as independent research on products and prices in the CPAP market. See infra Part III.

28. See Chris Vasta, *Should You Buy CPAP Supplies Using Insurance or Cash?*, CPAP SHOP (Feb. 13, 2020), https://www.thecpapshop.com/blog/should-you-buy-cpap-supplies-using-insurance-or-cash/ [perma.cc/87RU-4TT3]. The requirement for a prescription for the CPAP machine and some of its components likely drove emergence of DME stores as the conventional distribution method for all CPAP supplies. See id. This suggests that regulatory choices, like private conduct, impact consumer welfare and market structure. See id. Such might caution further antitrust intervention that could have harmful effects on both market structure and welfare. Further exploration of that point is beyond the scope of this Article.

29. See Dorsey et al., supra note 4, at 871.

30. See BORK, supra note 9, at 104–05.


32. The “small dealers and worthy men” Justice Rufus Peckham described in an early antitrust case, perhaps. See United States v. Trans-Mo. Freight Ass’n, 166 U.S. 290, 323 (1897).


34. A Seller A principal refers to the Amazon Marketplace platform as the “Wild West.”
specific to using Amazon Marketplace. These growth opportunities for small businesses could potentially counteract economic inequality, wage stagnation, and sluggish job growth in the economy as a whole.

Third, online sales, including those through Amazon, are making substantial inroads into the legacy, brick-and-mortar retail supply chain in the CPAP components market, as buyers forgo insurance cost-sharing for lower prices online. Major insurers have cut reimbursements for the nonprescription CPAP supplies because of price competition through sales on Amazon and other online sales outlets. Reduced insurance reimbursements can reduce insurance premia costs, which, in turn, can reduce overall healthcare costs. This is potentially a positive social outcome from Amazon’s consolidation of the online retail market because that consolidation has facilitated increased competition at the manufacturer and dealer levels.

Ultimately, the case illustrates the soundness of the economics underlying the consumer welfare standard. Specifically, a number of different market structures, including even Amazon’s heavy concentration of online retail, could still result in lower prices and increased output, and, thus, increased consumer welfare. Furthermore, and as a point of departure from consumer welfare antitrust, the case illustrates the broader positive social and economic effects arising from Amazon’s concentration of online retail that are not always or necessarily captured in consumer welfare analysis.

This Article proceeds in five parts. Following this Introduction, Part II sets forth the basics of antitrust economics, theory, and law. Part III presents the case study of the nonprescription CPAP equipment market, primarily through interviews with market participants and collections of price and sales data from the third-party seller market on

---

35. See infra Section III.C.
37. See infra Section III.B.
38. See infra note 275 and accompanying text.
39. See Karyn Schwartz, Jeannie Fuglesten Biniek, Matthew Rae, Tricia Neuman & Larry Levitt, Limiting Private Insurance Reimbursements to Medicare Rates Would Reduce Health Spending by About $350 Billion in 2021, KFF (Mar. 1, 2021), https://www.kff.org/report-section/limiting-private-insurance-reimbursement-to-medicare-rates-would-reduce-health-spending-by-about-350-billion-in-2021-issue-brief/ [perma.cc/P2K6-MBW8]. It could also increase insurance company profits, another question of competitive markets, that is beyond the scope of this Article. Nonetheless, the cost savings to health insurance customers from reduced reimbursements for nonprescription CPAP components should be expected to be greater than zero. That is, the share of cost savings will not be entirely profit to insurers. Seller A’s principal also reports that other Class I medical supplies are beginning to appear on Amazon at lower prices.
40. See generally Dorsey et al., supra note 4, at 871; Robert H. Bork & Ward S. Bowman, Jr., The Crisis in Antitrust, 65 COLUM. L. REV. 363, 368 (1965) (arguing that a trend toward concentration is prima facie evidence of the efficiency of that concentration).
Amazon with comparisons to suggested retail prices. Part IV sets forth the implications of the case and connects them to the present debate in antitrust law. Specifically, this Article argues that the case reflects the soundness of the economics underlying the consumer welfare standard and also shows the positive economic and social knock-on impacts that flow from the third-party seller market. Part V offers a brief conclusion.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF ANTITRUST ECONOMICS, THEORY, AND DOCTRINE

Antitrust law has a rich and colorful history. Though often perceived as an arcane or narrow field, the primary concepts underlying modern antitrust—markets, firms, prices, competition, and efficiency—are all much more prominent in broader economic policy debates than the “antitrust” moniker suggests. The core economic theories at play involve how competition among firms (and sometimes individuals) in markets impacts prices and output. The fundamental economic notion, shared throughout the history of antitrust, is that competition, generally, leads to lower consumer prices. Similarly, when different producers compete along different dimensions, such as improved product quality or superior service, consumers get better products, often at lower prices to boot. When actors in a market act in ways that reduce competition—for example, by monopolizing the market for a commodity, agreeing to maintain certain (higher) prices, merging (to become a monopoly or increase monopoly power), slashing prices to undercut rivals, or aggressively expanding a platform market via network effects—society may not benefit from the lower prices.

41. See generally BAUER ET AL., supra note 21, § 2.2 (describing ancient proposed evils such as “forestalling”—i.e., sending a boat out form the harbor to buy all the contents of a ship for resale on land before the ship can land).


45. Dorsey et al., supra note 4, at 875.

46. This is what Amazon and other big technology companies are alleged to have done. See European Commission Press Release, supra note 3.
greater available output, or improved quality that competition supposedly delivers.

Sometimes, however, sharp-elbowed competition involves innovating to save costs, selling to consumers at lower prices that put other sellers out of business, merging to shave redundant costs, collecting network effects that redound to users’ benefits, and then passing these efficiency gains to consumers in the form of lower prices or greater usefulness. In the case of big technology companies—perhaps not unlike, for example, over-the-air broadcasts—competitive activity can include even giving services away for free to the consumer.

If consumers flock to one seller or platform (whether it grew on its own, merged to its size, or both), other competitors wither and the market consolidates in the hands of the sharp-elbowed competitor. Because this aggressive competition takes many forms, it can be difficult, if not paradoxical, to distinguish when aggressive acts in competition are a net positive or a net negative for the economy.

For decades, Judge Bork’s consumer welfare approach, which directs courts to decide antitrust cases based on economic welfare effects, has driven antitrust doctrine and policy. Even those who do not fully subscribe to the consumer welfare standard as the proper theory of antitrust law still promote systematic, technical, and near-exclusively economic approaches to discern the impact of various business activities. Nonetheless, the tension between technical economics, on one hand, and the correlation between increased concentration in socially important markets and observed negative social outcomes, on the other, appears to be motivating the resurgence of interest in antitrust law at the current moment. The New Antitrust

47. DAVID D. FRIEDMAN, PRICE THEORY: AN INTERMEDIATE TEXT ch. 18 (1986) (describing the price theoretic economics of a radio broadcast and how it can be produced profitably to the broadcaster even while being “free” to the listener).


50. Bork & Bowman, supra note 40.


53. Steinbaum & Stucke, supra note 7, at 595–96; Shapiro, supra note 51, at 714–15.
reformers propose that consumer welfare antitrust’s narrow focus deserves a significant portion of the blame for contemporary economic and social problems.\textsuperscript{54} Perhaps, like the progressives of the turn of the twentieth century, New Antitrust thinkers take a broader view of the relationship between economic organization and social outcomes.\textsuperscript{55}

The remainder of this Part traces the economic principles underlying modern antitrust law, presents an overview of the competing scholarly theories that shaped it, and describes its doctrinal development.

A. Antitrust Economics

Antitrust law is fundamentally about organized economic activity—firms and individuals responding to prices and quantities through various institutions and structures.\textsuperscript{56} Goods and services move from person to person via the magnetism of prices, which signal the market about where to allocate scarce resources.\textsuperscript{57} One of the pillars of economics is the notion that competition in markets leads to lower prices, higher quality, and greater output.\textsuperscript{58} This intuition is broadly shared among those enthusiastic about consumer welfare, ambivalent to it, and unimpressed by it.\textsuperscript{59} This Section discusses the economic principles animating antitrust law.

1. Supply, Demand, Competition, and Monopoly

The foundational\textsuperscript{60} economic principles of antitrust involve supply, demand, prices, competition, and monopoly. The laws of supply

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{54} See Khan, supra note 2, at 717; Blake & Jones, supra note 18, at 378, 400.
  \item \textsuperscript{55} Khan, supra note 2, at 737; Dorsey et al., supra note 4, at 861.
  \item \textsuperscript{56} Ranlett & Curry, supra note 44, at 109; see also Alan J. Meese, Robert Bork’s Forgotten Role in the Transaction Costs Revolution, 79 ANTITRUST L.J. 953, 958–59 (2014) (surveying the role of transactions costs economics in developing theories of institutional organization of production).
  \item \textsuperscript{57} Ranlett & Curry, supra note 44, at 110; ARMEN A. ALCHIAN & WILLIAM R. ALLEN, UNIVERSAL ECONOMICS 109 (Jerry L. Jordan ed., 2018); see also ADAM SMITH, AN INQUIRY INTO THE CAUSES OF THE WEALTH OF NATIONS, VOL. 1, BK. I, CH. II, 5 (Edwin Cannan et al. eds., Liberty Fund Vol. 1st ed. 1982) (1776).
  \item \textsuperscript{58} Ranlett & Curry, supra note 44, at 127–29.
  \item \textsuperscript{59} See Herbert J. Hovenkamp & Fiona Scott Morton, Framing the Chicago School of Antitrust Analysis, 168 U. PA. L. REV. 1843, 1855 (2020) (describing the conflicting economics of the Chicago and Harvard Schools with respect to the meaning of imperfect competition in and across real-world markets).
  \item \textsuperscript{60} These foundational principles are at times called “price theory,” “microeconomics,” “neo-classical economics,” or even “partial equilibrium.” Glick, supra note 10, at 459–60; Meese, supra note 56, at 954–55.
\end{itemize}
and demand are simply stated: as price goes up, quantity supplied increases and quantity demanded falls. As price goes down, quantity supplied decreases and quantity demanded rises. The central point is not so much about identifying the “right” price and the “right” quantity, but recognizing the forces that move these variables around. All of these assertions are subject to the principle of ceteris paribus—“all else being equal”—and the caveat that markets are dynamic processes, not merely the static outcomes of those processes.

In a market with multiple sellers, sellers compete with one another to supply the quantity that consumers demand. In a “perfectly competitive” market, which does not exist in the real world, the price of a given unit exactly equals the marginal cost the firm must bear to produce that unit. This is the lowest theoretically possible price because if the cost to produce one more unit is greater than the price for which it can be sold, no one would produce the next unit. The purpose of assuming a perfectly competitive market is to recognize the way that forces act upon markets, not that they, or even well-considered interventions, will ever cause a real world market to arrive at perfect competition. The assumption of perfect competition, while useful for identifying and describing economic forces, is perhaps less useful for hashing out conflicting value judgments about the structure or outcomes of real-world markets. This is because real-world markets cannot fairly be compared to non-existent perfectly competitive markets for policy purposes.

Perfect competition, where there are many sellers in competition, may be better considered as one pole of a theoretical spectrum of market structures. The other pole is monopoly. If there is a single seller in the entire market, it can command a higher price since there is no other seller that anyone could buy from. That seller

---

61. ALCHIAN & ALLEN, supra note 57, at 62.
62. Id.
63. See generally id. at 24–26; Gellhorn, supra note 19, at 22.
64. Gellhorn, supra note 19, at 9 n.10; Peter T. Leeson, Logic is a Harsh Mistress: Welfare Economics for Economists, 16 J. INSTITUTIONAL ECON. 145, 147 (2020) (describing that economic analysis is only “comparative statics”).
66. Gellhorn, supra note 19, at 27, 28.
67. Id. at 23, 24; Ranlett & Curry, supra note 44, at 133–34.
68. Gellhorn, supra note 19, at 25.
69. Id. at 22.
70. Id. at 22–23.
71. Id.
is, then, a monopolist. A monopolist can set the price at some point above marginal cost, but only up to the point where the price so reduces demand that gains in revenue would no longer offset losses due to lower quantity sold. The price the monopolist would choose to maximize its gains is called the “monopoly price,” which would be higher than the competitive price. This results in two phenomena: (1) a wealth transfer from any consumer that still demands the product at the monopoly price to the monopolist, and (2) a “deadweight loss” that occurs when a consumer who would pay the competitive price but not the monopoly price cannot buy the product. Yet again, these are concepts for identifying market forces and illustrating the price-setting process, not descriptions of any particular real-world market.

2. Utility and Welfare (and Value?)

Supply, demand, competition, and monopoly all describe market dynamics. Neither perfect competition nor true monopoly exists in the real world. Unanswered above was which real-world circumstances and constraints impact buyers’ demand and sellers’ desire to supply; the previous discussion merely assumes that these actors have preferences that impact the quantity they demand and supply. To analyze these preferences, economists introduce the concept of “utility,” which refers to the measure of satisfaction a person obtains from purchasing goods and services. For lack of a better unit of measurement, economists measure utility by the dollars spent purchasing those goods and services. When everyone is maximizing their utility, the resulting dollars spent are tallied up and the sum total is referred to as “welfare” or “total welfare.” This deduction about total welfare underpins the

73. Gelhorn, supra note 19, at 29.
74. Id. at 33–34 fig.16.
76. Gelhorn, supra note 19, at 34–35; see also Khan, supra note 2, at 740.
77. Gelhorn, supra note 19, at 29. Moreover, competition does not occur only on the nominal price of a unit in the real world. In the real world, producers compete on quality and numerous other dimensions. Cf. Ranlett & Curry, supra note 44, at 142.
78. Alchian & Allen, supra note 57, at 41.
79. Ranlett & Curry, supra note 44, at 109. It should probably be made clear at this point that utility is not generally accepted to be measurable in units except by assumption. Frank Easterbrook, Workable Antitrust Policy, 84 Mich. L. Rev. 1696, 1704 (1986); see Herbert J. Hovenkamp, Competition Policy in Crisis, 94 Minn. L. Rev. 311, 332 n.113 (2009).
81. See Friedman, supra note 47, ch. 4.
82. This is sometimes also referred to as “wealth” or total surplus – the latter term deriving from the more granular description of gains from trade as involving surplus from sales at
contested value judgment that legal rules, including antitrust rules, are or should be oriented toward increasing welfare. Given the multitude of limitations that exist on measuring individual utility maximization and the difficulty in connecting that concept to social welfare, whether welfare itself is an appropriate basis for policymaking remains an open question.

3. Efficiency

Perhaps concepts like consumer welfare, total welfare, and total surplus are just stand-ins for the concept of “efficiency,” which, like competition, has multiple meanings depending on context. For this reason, this Section attempts to delineate the different meanings and types of “efficiency.”

Economists often use efficiency to refer to “allocative efficiency,” the state where all scarce resources are employed at their highest-valued uses. The term “allocative” suggests that economic actors make trades to reallocate resources to higher-valued uses. The two most well-known measures of this are “Pareto” efficiency and “Kaldor-Hicks” efficiency. Any trade that makes anyone “better off” in welfare terms and no one else “worse off” is a Pareto-efficient trade—i.e., the trade reallocated the resources to their highest-valued uses. Alternatively, a trade is Kaldor-Hicks efficient if the sum of increased welfare from the trade exceeds the sum of any decreases in welfare borne by anyone made “worse off” from that trade. Yet again, though, Pareto efficiency and Kaldor-Hicks efficiency only exist on a chalkboard. Nonetheless, the relationship between these two

greater than the price at which the seller was willing to sell (producer surplus) and purchases at a price lower than the price at which the buyer is willing to buy. This is a deductive conclusion from the theory of utility maximization. See generally id. at 493.


84. See id.
86. Gellhorn, supra note 19, at 1.
87. FRIEDMAN, supra note 47, ch. 16; ALCIAN & ALLELL, supra note 57, at 135–36.
88. FRIEDMAN, supra note 47, at 493 (discussing Pareto); Glick, supra note 10, at 474.
89. Glick, supra note 10, at 468.
90. Lawson, supra note 85, at 89 (quoting JULES L. COLEMAN, MARKETS, MORALS AND THE LAW 98 (1988)).
measures of allocative efficiency complicates value judgments about whether “efficient” should be coextensive with “good.”92 For example, a trade that would make society better off but one person worse off would not be Pareto efficient, but a trade that makes one or more individuals worse off could be Kaldor-Hicks efficient.93

The second concept of efficiency that is important in antitrust economics is “productive” efficiency. If an improvement in a production process cuts the price to produce each unit in half, for example, then twice the amount of output can be produced from the same input (or the same output for half the input).94 The product is now produced more “efficiently.” Economists view increases in productive efficiency like this favorably for at least two reasons.95 First, if a widget-producing firm can produce more widget-containing products at lower prices, the firm—and eventually consumers—can enjoy more of that product, lower costs, or both.96 Second, if either that or a different firm can produce more of some other product from the raw materials used for widgets, that firm—and consumers, again—can enjoy more of that other product, lower costs, or both.97 The new allocation of resources, therefore, allows more people to enjoy more goods and services at a lower total cost.98 Increases in productive efficiency thus lead to increases in allocative efficiency because the increases in productive efficiency free resources that firms and consumers can use to maximize their utility.99 This, in turn, increases welfare.100 Moreover, given an unequal distribution of wealth, greater allocative efficiency benefits those with the lowest wealth the most, as the marginal dollar is more valuable to them than to those with greater wealth. This model underpins much economic thinking about social policy choices. That is, economists view broad swaths of social policy, including legal rules, through the lens of economic efficiency and welfare.101

Antitrust economics might be summarized, then, as follows: competition that supports “improving” resource allocation is socially beneficial, while competition that impedes this process is

92. ALCHIAN & ALLEN, supra note 57, at 28–29.
93. Lawson, supra note 85, at 90.
94. See generally Hovenkamp, supra note 79, at 359.
95. See Bork & Bowman, supra note 40, at 365–69.
96. See id.
97. See id.
98. See ALCHIAN & ALLEN, supra note 57, at 82.
99. See BORK, supra note 9, at 91, 104.
100. Id. at 91.
101. See id.
socially harmful or unfair. The value judgment is complicated, and society is far too complex to fit neatly into the spectrum of competition and monopoly, the poles of which are almost entirely theoretical in the first place. Even so, most scholars and practitioners share the fundamental insights described above. Consequently, economics and these core principles drive the development of antitrust legal theory and the application of antitrust doctrine.

B. Antitrust Law & Theory

Economic reasoning is and has always been the backbone of antitrust law. Even prior to the passage of the major federal statutes on the subject, common law courts refused to enforce contracts in restraint of trade as a matter of public policy. Courts expressed this public policy primarily in terms of losses to society from restraining firms and people from producing more goods or services. The legal theories underpinning modern antitrust law tend to flow from various views on the underlying economics. This Section describes the development of the primary antitrust statutes, traces related theoretical and doctrinal developments along the way, and develops a view of the present moment and what reform could mean for antitrust theory and doctrine.
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109. As noted above, antitrust, or, more accurately, “competition” law existed long before modern antitrust law. See supra note 40. As early as 1259, England had laws against, for example, the forestalling described above. Id. For the purposes of this Article, the discussion of antitrust history begins with the major antitrust acts passed around the turn of the twentieth century. This is because modern antitrust theory, doctrine, and practice is so fully intertwined with judicial and regulatory interpretation and application of the group of federal antitrust statutes. Dorsey et al., supra note 4, at 869. Nonetheless, it should be noted that US states have state antitrust laws and dedicate attorney general’s office resources to enforcement of those laws as well. See BAUER ET AL., supra note 21, § 4.1.

The evolution of modern antitrust law began just before the turn of the twentieth century with the Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890. The Sherman Act, broadly, prohibits “restraint[s] of trade” and “monopolization” under its Section 1 and Section 2, respectively. The statutory language is broad, inviting federal courts to develop a common law of antitrust, which has since grown to include the doctrinal principle that not every restraint of trade necessarily violates the Act and, necessarily, the analytical standards for considering alleged restraints, such as the “rule of reason.” Another major antitrust statute is the Clayton Antitrust Act of 1914, best known for introducing a framework for government scrutiny of mergers and acquisitions that may result in reduced competition. Moreover, the Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914 (FTC Act) prohibits, on both a general and specific level, various forms of unfair and deceptive acts and practices. The FTC Act also empowers the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to enforce other antitrust violations as unfair or deceptive acts and practices. These acts, together, provide for both public and private enforcement mechanisms involving multiple federal agencies and state attorneys general. The next Section briefly describes the common antitrust fouls at a necessarily high level of abstraction for the scope of this Article.

2. Antitrust Fouls and Analytical Standards

The primary conventional antitrust fouls are horizontal and vertical restraints under Section 1 and monopolization under Section 2 of the Sherman Antitrust Act. Merger scrutiny arose for the question of whether firms could circumvent antitrust laws against contractual
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restraints simply by combining their operations within one firm. The law developed through a simplified (by modern standards) model of a supply chain. Goods begin as a natural resource somewhere before being extracted, processed, and distributed ultimately to the end consumer. The path from raw material to end consumer is “vertical,” while the relationship between and among extractors, processors, distributors, and retailers at each “level” is “horizontal.” Anticompetitive—and thus welfare-decreasing—conduct can occur at or among all levels and players in the supply chain. For an example of a “vertical restraint,” consider an agreement between a manufacturer and dealer that the dealer will not sell the manufacturer’s product below a certain price. For an example of a horizontal restraint, consider an agreement between two or more sellers of the same product to maintain higher prices—an arrangement often called a “cartel.” If two companies merge, where prior to the merger each held half of the market share for a given product, the new company will be a monopoly subject to scrutiny under Section 1 of the Sherman Act as a combination in restraint of trade. The Department of Justice (DOJ) has the authority to scrutinize proposed mergers before their consummation under the Clayton Act.

Section 2 targets unilateral conduct designed to build or exploit market power. One example of a Section 2 offense is conduct known as “tying”—an effort by a firm to harm competition for one of its products by “tying” that product to another product for the purpose of damaging a rival producer of one or both of the tied products. In United States v. Microsoft, the DOJ alleged that Microsoft attempted to drive out a competing web browser, Netscape, by preloading Microsoft’s Internet Explorer browser with its disk operating system (DOS). The DOJ’s theory was that preloading Internet Explorer with the purchase of DOS would discourage consumers from purchasing the competing Netscape browser, thus reducing competition in web browsers. That
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is, Microsoft was alleged to have “tied” one product (the browser) to the purchase of another product (the operating system).129

From the beginning, the breadth of the statutory language, “[e]very contract . . . in restraint of trade . . . is declared to be illegal,” beckoned the judiciary for clarification.130 Before long, the US Supreme Court clarified that the broad prohibition on “restraint[s] of trade” should be understood in terms of the reasonableness of the restraint.131 In turn, this gave rise to the analytical standard of the “rule of reason.”132 The modern iteration of rule of reason is a three-step burden-shifting test involving direct evidence of anticompetitive effects or indirect approaches such as market power.133 Its core is still as it has always been—namely, to discern whether a particular agreement unreasonably restricts output in a relevant market.134 Again, restricting output in a relevant market means higher prices for consumers and lower welfare.135 The courts have considered some restraints so harmful as to be “per se” illegal, while other cases have been clear enough that a “quick look” was enough to discern illegality.136 Occasionally, the court will recategorize a type of agreement from one that deserves “per se” treatment to one requiring a rule of reason analysis.137 Antitrust lawyers consider a change in judicial treatment such as this as a monument or sea change in the law.138

Section 2 of the Sherman Act targets unilateral firm conduct and triggers a similar analysis of the reasonableness of the firm’s conduct or activities.139 Conduct may be punishable under Section 2 if the defendant possesses market power and deploys it unreasonably—for example, in a manner designed to eliminate upstart potential competitors.140 Thus, a critical aspect of Section 2 litigation is defining the relevant market and using sophisticated economic analysis to discern whether the defendant possesses market power.141
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merger cases look a bit like Section 2 cases in the sense that the court evaluates market power and the expected structure and performance of the market following the merger.142

3. Two-Sided or Platform Markets

Two-sided markets, also called platforms, differ from the traditional horizontal-vertical model found at the center of modern antitrust analysis; these markets involve an intermediary contracting with parties on both sides of a platform, while brokering or facilitating transactions between those parties at the same time.143 For example, a credit card company contracts with sellers for payment processing services and with credit card holders for payment and other services; in the process, the company facilitates the transaction between the cardholder and the seller.144 Amazon’s core retail145 business is a platform business—it operates Amazon Marketplace. This means that counterparties approach the Marketplace platform from both the upstream side (third-party sellers selling their wares on Marketplace) and the downstream side (customers shopping for wares on Amazon and Marketplace).146 On the upstream side, third-party sellers buy access to the platform from Amazon by paying commissions on sales.147 On the downstream side, consumers buy products through Amazon on its platform. Amazon operates vertically with its third-party sellers, but also horizontally in that it competes with its third-party sellers for customers.148 Professor Gus Hurwitz aptly describes these as “messy” markets—messy enough to put analytical pressure on the well-developed doctrinal approach to antitrust law.149 Thus far, the Supreme Court’s approach to platform markets is to require that harm be shown on both sides of the platform, not just one.150 Or, perhaps in the broader terms Professor Hurwitz uses, “plaintiffs bear the burden
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of accounting fully for the dynamics of novel or messy market structures.”

In sum, whether the complaint is a traditional allegation of a vertical or horizontal antitrust foul, or whether it involves a two-sided or messy market issue, the antitrust inquiry now involves accounting for harm to consumers—a development owed to the impact of Judge Bork and the Chicago School.

4. Antitrust Policy, Law and Practice—Pre-Bork & Chicago

Much of the theoretical discourse on antitrust involves when the government—i.e., the courts and relevant administrative agencies—should intervene in markets. The appetite for intervention has ebbed and flowed, but today most antitrust scholars have converged upon an ethos of minimal intervention. New Antitrust reformers seek a reversal of this consensus on minimalist intervention, which would be a substantial shift in antitrust policy, law, and practice. The remainder of this Part summarizes the history of antitrust law, explains how it converged on the minimalist approach, and discusses the New Antitrust’s rejection of that approach.

Commentators have long associated the Sherman Act with a populist rejection of big businesses. This simplistic “big-is-bad” approach has resulted in occasionally aggressive intervention—on behalf of small businesses against larger ones, for example—even when doing so might raise consumer prices. Professor Hovenkamp has observed that antitrust enforcement between the passage of the Sherman Act in 1890 and the Clayton Act in 1914 resulted in inconsistent court decisions that “lacked direction,” even as they evinced an approach that was more interventionist than non-interventionist. The 1911 Standard Oil and Dr. Miles decisions, for example, involved the Supreme Court breaking up the
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Standard Oil Company of New Jersey and establishing the rule that certain vertical restraints should be treated as per se illegal.\footnote{160} The government and courts intervened more and more heavily as the New Deal Era took shape, largely seeking to give effect to broad, abstract notions apparently emanating from the antitrust acts.\footnote{161} Such abstractions included the protection of competition generally, suspicion of combinations (especially vertical integration), and protection of small businesses.\footnote{162} This intervention-heavy approach led to, for example, rigorous enforcement against vertical integration in the Yellow Cab\footnote{163} and DuPont/GM\footnote{164} decisions.

As the New Deal era faded into the 1950s and 1960s, the Harvard School of antitrust appeared.\footnote{165} Harvard School adherents studied “industrial organization” and developed a more sophisticated economic model that fit nicely with the courts’ now-established interventionist approach.\footnote{166} Its most famous contribution, the “structure-conduct-performance” (S-C-P) model, proposed that the structure of a market could predict competitors’ conduct within that market, which, in turn, could predict the prices buyers would ultimately pay in the market.\footnote{167} The Brandeisian “big is bad”\footnote{168} approach now had a more rigorous theoretical and empirical basis: a straight line from business size to higher consumer prices.

The 1960s saw even more robust enforcement in the Warren Court.\footnote{169} The Warren Court’s two most representative decisions are Brown Shoe and Schwinn, both among the most aggressively interventionist decisions in antitrust law.\footnote{170} In retrospect, given that Judge Bork and the Chicago School were already crafting their...
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criticisms of interventionist antitrust law at the time, the Warren Court’s aggressiveness represents the high-water mark in antitrust interventionism.

5. Chicago School Antitrust and The Antitrust Paradox

As the Harvard School and the S-C-P framework enjoyed their theoretical ascendance, economists and scholars at the University of Chicago began “chipping away” at the core logic of big-equals-bad and structure-equals-outcome. Notably, the Chicago School did not bring forth a novel general theory of antitrust right away. Instead, Chicago School scholars began isolating particular unconventional agreements that courts had condemned and developing pro-competitive explanations for them. For example, Professor Lester Telser theorized that manufacturers sought resale price maintenance agreements with distributors and retailers to encourage them to provide special services, such as demonstrations, to the end users of their products. Thus, such vertical restraints might benefit the end consumer by supplying not only the good itself but services that increase the value of the good to the consumer. Thus, even though the consumer might pay a higher nominal price due to the vertical restraint, the total value to the consumer was higher than in the absence of the vertical restraint. Judge Bork’s earliest articles likewise took this approach. The rudiments of consumer welfare antitrust were taking shape: conduct that might appear, on first glance, to portend harm might actually be beneficial.

Judge Bork and Professor Ward Bowman published popular and scholarly commentaries on the state of antitrust law in 1965, planting the seeds of the work that ultimately would become The Antitrust Paradox. Judge Bork drew upon work like Professor Telser’s and his own to propose that the S-C-P version of industrial organization was
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Wrong to use mere concentration or size as a proxy for harm. Central to Judge Bork’s legal analysis was that antitrust law’s “true” purpose was to avoid consumers having to pay unjustifiably higher prices for goods and services. He reached this conclusion through his own interpretation of the relevant statutes’ text, structure, and history, combined with his deployment of Chicago School economics. Naturally, Judge Bork concluded, if consumers had to pay higher prices because of monopolization or some other antitrust foul, their welfare would undoubtedy decrease. But, he continued, sometimes business conduct that appears at first glance to be anticompetitive or that leads a firm to grow large does not actually cause social harm at all. Bringing heavy antitrust enforcement to bear against that sort of conduct may short-circuit activity that makes society better off as a whole. According to Judge Bork, the paradox arises because the stated goal of antitrust—protecting and promoting competition—unavoidably involves using the instrumentalities of government in a manner that can prevent a competitor from competing. This casts the aggressive antitrust enforcement of the 1950s and ’60s in a different light, suggesting that the interventions, on the whole, may have resulted in more harm than good.

To resolve the paradox, Judge Bork proposed changing the focus of antitrust doctrine from competition qua competition to an analysis of whether some allegedly anticompetitive action harms consumers through higher prices or lower output. He called this the “consumer welfare standard,” which is as much a theoretical notion as it is a rule. For example, courts apply the doctrinal rule of reason to many alleged antitrust fouls. The rule of reason is more permissive than,
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for example, the per se standard of illegality. If the challenged conduct is subject to the rule of reason, the defendant can present evidence that its conduct makes consumers better off. If the challenged conduct is subject to per se illegality, the defendant cannot do so. Prior to Judge Bork’s work, courts were more likely to apply a stricter standard than the rule of reason. This suggests that the consumer welfare standard counsels subjecting much more conduct to the rule of reason.

Judge Bork advanced another, more institutional argument for focusing antitrust law on consumer welfare alone—namely, that courts were not the institutions best equipped to bring into equilibrium a broad economic policy to “promote competition.” Similar to his view on the institutional limits of the courts more generally, Judge Bork believed that markets would self-correct for a substantial amount of allegedly anticompetitive conduct. In other words, he thought courts often were not any better than markets at correcting complex economic problems. Judge Bork thought that nearly all alleged anticompetitive conduct, save for horizontal agreements to restrict output (i.e., cartels), was unlikely to survive ordinary market forces. While arguably all economic models are static, price theory assumes that prices can incentivize market actors to adjust their behavior, which in turn moves the price, which in turn moves these actors again in a never-ending process. In short, prices absorb and retransmit information about the good or service in the market. Of particular relevance to antitrust law, higher prices that emerge from some transient, competitive chicanery would incentivize other producers to increase output. Then, a party with monopoly power—whether it gained that power through unilateral action or the operation of a cartel—would quickly invite the prospect of competition, if not actual competition, if it dared to raise prices to a monopoly level. That markets self-correct in this manner
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was and remains a hotly contested claim, of course. For example, much of the pre-Bork debate had focused on “barriers to entry” and other frictions that might prevent the self-correcting market forces Judge Bork proposed from actually working to prevent and remedy competitive problems.203

Judge Easterbrook’s article The Limits of Antitrust presents the strongest version of this institutional argument, describing the “error costs” associated with judicial intervention in markets through antitrust law.204 Judge Easterbrook presumed, for the sake of his argument, that the consumer welfare standard helpfully distinguishes efficiency-enhancing competitive conduct from harmful anticompetitive conduct.205 Even so, he ultimately proposed that the cost of courts making errors in their application of consumer welfare would be greater than the reduction in harm that would come from optimal consumer welfare enforcement.206 This insight, along with Judge Bork’s consumer welfare standard, has taken root in antitrust law and reflects the nadir, perhaps, of an interventionist approach to antitrust questions. This theory, that markets generally work and are better at self-correcting than courts would be at correcting them, created a compelling argument against intervention—one that drives antitrust law today.207

Nonetheless, Judge Bork still advanced robust theories on conduct he thought should be vigorously policed in antitrust enforcement.208 He believed cartels should be per se illegal, proposed a robust framework for courts considering whether a challenged merger would result in a monopoly, and engaged in a systematic study of predatory tactics other than predatory pricing.209 Even in The Antitrust Paradox, he argued that courts should penalize any firm that acted with the naked intent to defeat a competitor or drive it out of the market.210 For example, in the Microsoft case discussed above, Judge Bork concluded that Microsoft’s act of preloading its Internet Explorer web browser with its in-house operating system software was a move
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designed purposefully to drive its competitor, Netscape, out of business.211 Siding with Netscape, Judge Bork concluded that Microsoft’s actions lacked a compelling, consumer welfare–enhancing justification and that the court should, therefore, hold Microsoft to account.212

At its most general level, the consumer welfare standard replaced a heavy skepticism of market power with the presumption that power was earned and that observed concentrations enhanced welfare through efficiency gains—i.e., good competitive forces.213 Further, it replaced the categorical concern that firms with market power would likely abuse it with a new skepticism that firms could profitably abuse market power even if they wanted to.214

6. Postscript: The Fusion of Chicago and Harvard, Other Contributions

The Chicago School emerged in the 1950s and 1960s as the Harvard School was waning.215 If the Harvard School wrapped a more rigorous theory around intervention, the Chicago School rigorously analyzed alleged grounds for intervention for reasons to scale back intervention.216 After Judge Bork’s revolution, the industrial organization proposed by the Harvard School and the price theory proposed by the Chicago School began to converge.217 The Chicago School has fragmented in recent years,218 while much prodigious work has emerged in the adjacent thought of so-called “new institutional economics.”219 Judge Posner and Professor Hovenkamp have both observed that the Harvard and Chicago Schools had more or less
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merged by the 1980s.\textsuperscript{220} By that point, the remaining Harvard School scholars had relinquished their strongest views on market structure, becoming what Professor Crane called “Chicago lite.”\textsuperscript{221} Professor Hovenkamp describes the convergence as one of a “chastised” Harvard School—relieved, perhaps, of its more interventionist mindset, but not granted as much credit for the strength of its technical analysis and the impact of that analysis on the law.\textsuperscript{222}

These theoretical economic debates are inextricably a part of antitrust law and policy.\textsuperscript{223} Since Judge Bork’s revolution, the economic theories he proposed continue to govern the modern legal approach to antitrust questions.\textsuperscript{224} Prior to the rise of the New Antitrust movement, the antitrust debate occurred mostly within the framing that Judge Bork set out, with marginal tinkering occurring only around the edges.

\textbf{C. The Charges of the New Antitrust}

The New Antitrust’s primary charge is that the narrow, noninterventionist version of antitrust born from Judge Bork’s work is driving social harm.\textsuperscript{225} The reformers have exposed correlations between the rise and consolidation of big technology companies with growing negative social factors such as wealth inequality and political instability.\textsuperscript{226} The New Antitrust suggests things will only get worse, as technology companies continue dutifully guarding and growing their market power.\textsuperscript{227} The New Antitrust reformers make two primary claims about the genesis of this state of affairs. First, they attack the soundness of the consumer welfare standard itself, arguing that it is incoherent, inappropriately narrow in light of the purposes of antitrust law, and insufficient to recognize and correct the negative externalities,
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economic or otherwise, of market concentration. Second, they argue the consumer welfare standard has, as a consequence, led to a narrow, minimalist program of intervention that is both inconsistent with the underlying purpose of the law and that has permitted firms to concentrate their respective markets past the point of no return. This concentration, in turn, is causing the observed falling wages and increased wealth inequality, stifling competitive forces and innovation, and even leading to increased corporate power in American politics. These conditions, the reformers argue, will only get worse.

1. Criticism of the Consumer Welfare Standard

The New Antitrust critique of current antitrust law begins with a case against the consumer welfare standard, which the reformers challenge as economically unsound. Professors Steinbaum and Stucke charge, for example, that the very term “consumer welfare” lacks a fixed definition. The thrust of this charge is that “consumer welfare” suggests benefits to consumers as a class, while using a definition of welfare closer to “total” welfare. Instead, Professors Steinbaum and Stucke argue the consumer welfare standard is merely “a generality that incorporates different social, political, economic, and moral values.” Professor Glick suggests it rests upon a flawed understanding of foundational microeconomic theory. He argues both that consumer welfare is not a meaningful concept and that, no matter what it is, it is not properly the basis for a normative theory of antitrust law.

The New Antitrust critique continues by arguing that the consumer welfare standard is inconsistent with the underlying purposes of the antitrust acts themselves, an argument first proposed
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by the Commissioner of the FTC, Lina Khan. Commissioner Khan proposed that the laws were not a “consumer welfare prescription,” but instead a prescription for maintaining competitive market structures. Professors Steinbaum and Stucke echo Commissioner Kahn’s argument, arguing that antitrust should “protect a competitive process.” Their work resurfaces and emphasizes the earliest rejoinder to Judge Bork and Professor Bowman. While his overall view of the standard is not as negative, Professor Carl Shapiro proposes the following lodestar for antitrust law: “antitrust is about protecting the competitive process so consumers receive the full benefits of vigorous competition.”

The reformers combine these two claims about the consumer welfare standard to conclude that the law should change. Commissioner Khan leads the way on this challenge to the current antitrust doctrine. According to her account, the consumer welfare standard’s impact on the doctrine has resulted in courts’ ignoring an important step in evaluating market performance. Because the consumer welfare standard suggests looking only at the bottom line, measured in terms of price and output, its prescription for the law ignores potential long-term ill effects from market concentration. The law has thus permitted certain firms—for example, Amazon—to grow large and restructure their respective markets away from competition.

Commissioner Khan’s Amazon-specific claims exemplify her concerns about market structure. Her theory of Amazon’s dominance revolves around the concept of predatory pricing. According to Commissioner Khan, Amazon has deployed a sophisticated predatory pricing strategy to drive out smaller competitors in online retail and manufacturing. Her illustration is a variation on the paradigmatic case of predatory pricing, in which one manufacturer or distributor sells its product below its cost of production to drive out all competitor
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producers or distributors. Amazon’s model more closely tracks historical cases of high-volume discounters that, while not always selling below cost, sell below the cost or profit margins earned by incumbent dealers—often by reducing retailing costs and pressuring manufacturers for volume discounts. The former case—selling products below their cost of production—is the one Judge Bork and the Chicago School believed improbable. Aggressive discounting, where the discounter does not sell below its costs, is beneficial under the consumer welfare framework because consumers benefit from the lower prices. Commissioner Khan argues, however, that this arrangement cannot reach long-term equilibrium because it allows firms like Amazon to consolidate retail markets, obviating competitive forces. As she explains, Amazon can execute a predatory pricing strategy without going bankrupt, as Judge Bork might have predicted, because of its ability to subsidize the losses it might suffer from predatory pricing through other means. Specifically, Commissioner Khan argues that investors have continued to invest in Amazon despite low or no profits, and that the profits it makes from its web-hosting services allow it to undersell competitors on the retail side.

In sum, New Antitrust reformers press that the consumer welfare standard, on dubious economic grounds, leads courts to depart from facilitating and analyzing competition in markets to only measuring consumer welfare by prices and output. The consumer welfare standard’s impact on antitrust doctrine as a whole, according to the reformers, has been to undermine antitrust law’s traditional role in protecting competitive markets, not just efficient outcomes.

2. Evidence of Negative Outcomes Associated with Lax Antitrust Regulation

Evidence of market concentration itself provides the basis for the claim that the economy—and society at large—is and has been
subjected to growing harm. The evidence on the precise impact of economic structures on economic outcomes is mixed. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the broader debate over the propriety of the consumer welfare standard tends to turn on interlocutors' interpretation of the evidence of growing market concentration. The New Antitrust reformers' theoretical claim is that market concentration unavoidably leads, as it always has, to poor social and economic outcomes. Consequently, then, observed poor social and economic indicators are attributable to market concentration. The market concentration, in turn, is traceable to reduced antitrust enforcement under the strictures of the consumer welfare standard. The correlation the New Antitrust reformers describe between market concentration and negative social and economic outcomes suggests the former is responsible for the latter; however, the evidence on this point, as described above, remains mixed. Of course, this is not necessarily a flaw in their argument; the New Antitrust reformers are skeptical that evidence of competitive harm would fully reveal itself in measurable indicators until well into the future, well after the opportunity has passed for the damage to be undone.

3. Reform More Generally & Proposed Reforms or Actions

The New Antitrust recommends that regulators and courts be granted broad discretion to find and remedy problems of market concentration, not just economic harm, and not just after such harm has occurred. Reformers' various proposals include strengthening merger enforcement, returning more conduct to per se illegality, and even breaking up large technology companies. On the subject of Amazon, Commissioner Khan recommended that the company be barred from competing with third-party sellers on its platform and advocated for its regulation as a necessary facility, analogous to a railroad, bridge, or other public utility. Because this is the beginning of a longer program of reform, the shape of a reinvigorated antitrust enforcement regime

257. See id. at 742.
258. See Dorsey et al., supra note 4 at 886–87, 907–08 (presenting and analyzing numerous empirical studies of market concentration); Shapiro, supra note 51, at 718, 721, 726.
259. See Khan, supra note 2, at 742; see also Dorsey et al., supra note 4, at 886.
260. See Dorsey et al., supra note 4, at 907–08.
261. See Khan, supra note 2, at 743.
262. See Wright et al., supra note 5, at 296, 363–64; Dorsey et al., supra note 4 at 865–66, 906, 909.
263. Khan, supra note 2, at 793–94, 797–802 (illustrating proposals that would separate Amazon's platform business from its retail business and that would treat Amazon as a necessary facility, respectively).
and the legal doctrine that would ultimately result from the New Antitrust’s approach are not entirely clear.\textsuperscript{264} Ultimately, though, the New Antitrust reformers want to expand the reach of antitrust law and empower enforcement agencies to take a broader view of the problems with concentrated market structures. In doing so, the reformed antitrust law would expand its focus on structural concerns and social consequences, rather than only evaluating bottom-line prices and outputs.

III. THE CASE: AMAZON’S IMPACT ON THE NONPRESCRIPTION CPAP COMPONENTS MARKET

This Article presents a case study of the market for nonprescription CPAP components, focusing specifically on the part of the market that exists on Amazon’s Marketplace platform. The purpose of pursuing the case was to look both at\textsuperscript{265} and behind\textsuperscript{266} the business operations of real players in a real market to gather evidence related to whether the actions within those markets were (1) inconsistent or consistent with the logic of the consumer welfare standard, (2) inconsistent or consistent with claims about the relationship between concentration and economic or social harm, and (3) generalizable in any sense to other markets or economic or social phenomena. This Part describes the case study and the evidence gathered, describes the market for CPAP supplies as it has evolved before and after the advent of selling CPAP supplies on Amazon, describes the various aspects of Amazon’s business necessary to understand the relationship to the CPAP market, and presents observations important to antitrust analysis and the debate about the future goals and purposes of antitrust law and enforcement.

A. Description of the Study

This case study involves interviews, conversations, and correspondence with players in the market for CPAP equipment on Amazon and in DME stores.\textsuperscript{267} The primary source for this case will be

\textsuperscript{264} See generally Dorsey et al., supra note 4 (highlighting the shortcomings of the New Antitrust legal and regulatory framework); Wright et al., supra note 5, at 365–66.

\textsuperscript{265} Cf. Posner, supra note 171, at 929, 931 (describing industrial organization as more or less taking business people’s words describing their business decisions at face value).

\textsuperscript{266} Cf. ALCHIAN & ALLEN, supra note 57 (describing the economic and business operations).

\textsuperscript{267} The portions of the Article that describe the interviews with Sellers A and B were confidential interviews with the Author and remain anonymized as a condition of conducting the interview.
called “Seller A.” Another small business in the CPAP market on Amazon that also provided valuable information will be called “Seller B.” In addition to information collected from Seller A and Seller B principals, the study also consists of original research drawn from publicly available sources pertaining to prices, quantities, and other data about the operation of the market for nonprescription CPAP supplies. It also includes legal research pertinent to ongoing questions about CPAP supplies, insurance reimbursements, and CPAP supplies in e-commerce more generally.

The case study was designed to uncover qualitative information about how the market for nonprescription CPAP supplies works—for example, how the nonprescription CPAP components make their way from manufacturers, through dealers, to Amazon or some other retail outlet, and then to the consumer. The piece of most interest to the broader policy debates about Amazon and big technology companies is the landscape Amazon’s consolidation of e-commerce has created for third-party sellers. To the extent that the New Antitrust claims that Amazon’s consolidation or concentration of the market for e-commerce retail platforms constitutes evidence of harm, this study seeks empirical evidence either of harm or of benefit.

While this case study cannot capture the full effect of Amazon’s impact on markets, it can provide insight as to how markets have changed in reaction to Amazon’s concentration of online retail. This Part lays out the primary observations of the market, describes some aspects of the relationship between Amazon and third-party sellers, and supplies some data on pricing. This Part then represents the core of the evidence the case presents and that the following Section will rely upon in evaluating the claims and charges from the New Antitrust about Amazon and market structure more generally.

**B. CPAP Supplies, the Legacy Market, and the Current Market**

CPAP machines are prescribed to patients suffering from sleep apnea. Any individual patient’s CPAP machine setup consists of

---


several components. The CPAP machine itself is an appliance that creates air pressure with an electric motor. Attached to the machine is some sort of tubing to carry the forced air to the user’s nose through a mask. The machines themselves and certain components of the machines are restricted medical equipment and, therefore, only purchasers with valid prescriptions may purchase the machines, and only from licensed DME sellers. Traditionally, CPAP users would buy all relevant components—machines, other prescription components, and nonprescription components—from a brick-and-mortar DME store, a process that includes insurance cost sharing. However, many accessories and components do not require a special license to sell or a prescription to purchase; no additional regulatory hurdles prevent dealers from reselling nonprescription components directly to consumers. In this environment, there is a burgeoning market for third-party sellers using Amazon’s platform to sell various nonprescription CPAP components.

C. Primary Amazon Services: Amazon Marketplace, Fulfilled by Amazon, Logistics

Third-party sellers can begin selling on Amazon after signing up for an account. If a seller’s product has never been sold on Amazon

272. See generally User Manual, Dreamstation CPAP, supra note 270, at 8 (providing instructions for attaching the tube).
273. See generally 21 C.F.R. § 868.5273 (a), (b).
276. See generally Allen, supra note 275 (“Longtime CPAP users say it’s well known that supplies are cheaper when they are purchased without insurance” and instead purchasing from resellers); CPAP Team, supra note 274.
before, the seller can create a listing for it; if it has, the seller may join
the existing listing or listings for the product.\footnote{278} Once a seller is “in the
listing,” buyers can select to purchase the product from that seller by
navigating the listing page.\footnote{279}

The “buy box” is the center of the third-party seller experience
on Amazon.\footnote{280} The buy box refers to the space within the listing where
the customer can click “Add to Cart” or “Buy Now” and initiate a
transaction with the seller Amazon’s programming selects as the best
in the listing.\footnote{281} Winning the buy box is crucial for an Amazon
third-party seller because possessing the buy box for any given product
results in greatly increased sales of that product.\footnote{282} The formula for how
to win the buy box is notoriously secretive but likely accounts primarily
for the competitiveness of the seller’s price, as well as for the seller’s
provision of Amazon services, the seller’s rating, and similar factors.\footnote{283}

Amazon collects a commission on each sale made on its
platform.\footnote{284} Third-party sellers have options for shipping and
distribution: a seller can be part of the “merchant-fulfilled network”
(MFN; sometimes called “fulfilled by merchant” (FBM) or use “fulfilled
by Amazon” (FBA).\footnote{285} MFN/FBM sellers take orders from Amazon and
ship goods to customers themselves or use independent fulfillment
centers.\footnote{286} FBA sellers ship goods to Amazon’s fulfillment centers,
where Amazon picks and packs the goods itself when the customer
orders them.\footnote{287} Amazon earns commissions from all third-party sales,
but it takes a greater commission from third-party sellers using FBA.\footnote{288}
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\footnote{280. See id.}
\footnote{281. Email from Seller A principal to Martin Edwards, Assistant Professor of L., Belmont
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\footnote{284. Let’s Talk Numbers, AMAZON, https://sell.amazon.com/pricing [perma.cc/3KPF-FFD2]
(last visited Mar. 17, 2023); David Dayen, Amazon Continues Preying on Third-Party Sellers, AM.
sellers/ [perma.cc/SL7C-5WZ6].}
\footnote{286. Telephone interview with Seller A principal (Feb. 21, 2023).}
\footnote{287. Amazon FBA: Let Amazon pick, pack, and ship your orders, AMAZON, https://sell.am
azon.com/fulfillment-by-amazon [perma.cc/D2Z7-V8JV] (last visited Mar. 8, 2023).}
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The Marketplace platform creates value for third-party sellers by connecting those sellers to consumers. The existence of a large, widely used platform permits third-party sellers to make more sales than they would using individually created and maintained platforms of their own. This both increases sales and reduces the costs of engaging in online commerce. Reductions in cost are at least in part passed on to consumers in the form of lower prices. Fostering these connections is only one part of the sales process, though. For FBA sellers, the largest benefits of Amazon Marketplace are the fulfillment and distribution logistics. Amazon’s fulfillment and logistics process lowers the cost of fulfilling and shipping orders to customers—another benefit Amazon provides through having a large-scale platform. By supplying a less expensive way to fulfill orders, Amazon’s FBA program enhances the value of Amazon Marketplace to third-party sellers beyond just the benefits the platform provides for connecting to buyers and making sales. These innovations in fulfillment and distribution are as notable as the increased sales and lower costs of each sale from the use of the Marketplace platform.

**D. Observations Relevant to Present or Proposed Antitrust Law and Enforcement**

This Section delivers key observations from the case that are germane to both consumer welfare and market structure antitrust analysis. These observations preface the analysis in Part IV that connects these observations to the relevant legal and policy questions in the current antitrust debate. It discusses the prices and output of the market for CPAP supplies, competition and the competitive structure of the market as a whole, how third-party sellers organize their businesses to compete in the market, how third-party sellers provide employment, other Amazon services that improve the market’s performance, and the phenomenon of third-third-party sellers who provide additional services to improve market performance.

289. Interview with Seller A principals, at Seller A office (Mar. 9, 2020). He describes the FBA services as crucial to his business. In his view, the key to selling through Amazon is not even the Marketplace itself, but the downstream logistics support Amazon provides after the sale. Telephone interview with Seller B principal (Oct. 13, 2022). Seller B’s principal concurs. Despite shifting his focus from reselling other manufacturers’ products to selling private-labeled products, Seller B still uses FBA for sales of private-label products.

1. Prices and Output

Prices are often significantly lower on Amazon for CPAP supplies than for the same products at DME stores, largely because of insurance cost sharing that occurs at the latter. When a person purchases components at a DME store, she pays part of the price, while her insurance company pays the rest. Most insurance reimbursement occurs at or near the manufacturer’s suggested retail price (MSRP) or the minimum advertised price (MAP) for an item. In many cases, products sell on Amazon even lower than the MSRP or MAP price.

Researchers often struggle to turn raw output data into usable empirical evidence. When evaluating a market’s output, regulators may scour the data for antitrust implications—namely, implications that arise when some producer appears to be restricting that output. A monopolist, for example, may attempt to restrict output to the level that would be supplied and demanded at the monopoly price. Evidence from Amazon, at minimum, shows no obvious signs of output restriction; third-party sellers’ ability to market their products on Amazon increases the total output that reaches consumers. Prices appear to be generally lower on Amazon, while there is no evidence of output restriction.

291. See generally Allen, supra note 275.
294. Email from Seller A principal to Martin Edwards, supra note 281.
295. Easterbrook, supra note 79, at 1699 n.9.
296. See Gellhorn, supra note 19 at 30.
2. Competition and Competitive Structure

At any given time, there are at least ten to fifteen dealers on Amazon selling a given CPAP product. Price competition and competition for the buy box are the two most significant ways that CPAP third-party sellers compete with one another. One Seller A principal recounts highly competitive “price wars” among larger third-party sellers that caused consumer prices to stay very low for very long stretches of time, enabling these sellers to recover only a few dollars here and there. The Seller B principal likewise reports a long stretch of price wars that resulted in very thin margins for sellers. Furthermore, since competing for the buy box involves customer satisfaction, and since sellers have easily accessible ratings, third-party sellers compete with one another not only on price, but on ease of the transaction, responsiveness to issues, quality of packaging for units, and similar matters.

It appears that Amazon’s concentration of online retail through its platform and Marketplace facilitates expanded competition among third-party sellers. Without Amazon, each seller would be able to sell only through its own e-commerce websites. Running and maintaining a standalone e-commerce platform is costly. Many CPAP third-party sellers also have individual e-commerce sites, but a Seller A principal explains that he rarely makes sales through his standalone e-commerce platform. He makes most sales through Amazon and other open platforms. The same is largely true for Seller B. Participation as a third-party seller on Amazon permits Sellers A and B to attain greater sales than through their own e-commerce outlets.

297. Email from Seller A principal to Martin Edwards, supra note 281; Telephone Interview with Seller A (Jan. 31, 2022); Telephone Interview with Seller B principal, supra note 289 (describing “five to twenty” sellers).
298. See supra notes 298–99 and accompanying text.
299. Interview with Seller A principals, at Seller A office, supra note 289.
300. Telephone Interview with Seller B principal, supra note 289.
301. Connolly, supra note 282.
304. Seller A maintains its own e-commerce outlet in addition to sales through Amazon Marketplace and other e-commerce platforms. Telephone Interview with Seller A principal (Jan. 31, 2022).
305. Interview with Seller A principals, at Seller A office, supra note 289.
306. Telephone Interview with Seller B principal, supra note 289.
Seller A and B principals both described price wars for CPAP supplies on Amazon during the late 2010s and early 2020s. Price wars can be good for consumers for a time, as rigorous price competition and discounting save consumers money. In the long run, however, as both New Antitrust reformers and Chicago School luminaries have observed, a price war might not ultimately lead to a workable equilibrium. Manufacturers have tried to use minimum advertised price policies to quell price wars and prevent discounters from using aggressive pricing to drive out competitors. While Amazon may have concentrated the market for e-commerce platforms, the platform it created appears to have facilitated increased competition among distributors in the relevant product markets.

3. Third-Party Seller Business Models

Seller A is a small limited liability company where some of the members are also employees. Seller A is affiliated with a brick-and-mortar store through a one-time Seller A member’s separate ownership. This arrangement is true of other sellers as well. Seller B is a somewhat larger enterprise with more employees, and Seller B is also affiliated with a brick-and-mortar DME store. Seller B, like Seller A, uses Amazon’s FBA program. In contrast to Seller A, Seller B has expanded its business profile to include private-labeled nonprescription CPAP components that it sources from foreign manufacturers and then private-labels for sales through Amazon. Sellers A and B, in the CPAP market, are representative of at least some classes of third-party sellers in other non-CPAP markets on Amazon. Small- and medium-sized dealers such as Sellers A and B use Amazon’s platform and logistics resources as one distribution channel among many, including e-commerce platforms of their own. There likely are even smaller businesses on Amazon Marketplace that do not have their own e-commerce platforms and rely primarily on Amazon’s services to generate sales. Ultimately, Amazon appears to have created space and smoothed frictions associated with running smaller retail and distribution businesses.

308. Interview with Seller A principals, at Seller A office, supra note 289.
4. Employment

Some Amazon CPAP third-party sellers have many employees, especially those that sell through their own in-house DME store, while others have fewer. For example, Seller A employs some of its members as managers and usually has one or two nonmember employees, while Seller B has a larger operation with several more employees. Most of the time, Seller A employs a nonmember employee to assist with various aspects of its operations, from packing goods for shipping to assisting with management. Seller B’s somewhat larger business employs more than five individuals. It appears that at least some employment effect should flow from the existence of Amazon third-party seller businesses, even if it is only employment of a particular business’s principal or principals.

5. Additional Amazon Services

Amazon’s fulfillment and logistics services are substantial features it provides third-party sellers beyond simply granting these sellers the ability to sell their products on Marketplace. Beyond Marketplace access, fulfillment, and logistics, Amazon smooths all kinds of notable business frictions for third-party sellers. As one Seller A principal describes it, Amazon provides translation services for sales in foreign markets, reduced fulfillment fees, and free account management assistance. Amazon even paid for value-added tax accountant services to assist Seller A in expanding its sales into foreign markets. These additional Amazon services are yet further examples of how Amazon assists small retail and distribution businesses in selling their products.

6. Third-Third-Party Vendors

One of the more remarkable aspects of the Amazon ecosystem is the emergence of third-third-party vendors. These businesses provide catered services to Amazon third-party sellers, including data-mining and interpretation software that can isolate the quantity and margins of sales for products on Amazon. An exemplary business, JungleScout, mines data about sales that third-party sellers, in the CPAP market and otherwise, can use to determine how to optimize inventory

310. Telephone Interview with Seller A principal (July 21, 2021).
311. Id.
One Seller A principal recounts that one of his primary software consultants had a better sense of what quantities of inventory to ship to which Amazon fulfillment centers than Amazon’s in-house data management recommended. As described above, third-party sellers using FBA ship large quantities of inventory to Amazon fulfillment centers in various geographic locations. Decisions about these quantities and timing are critical to third-party sellers’ businesses. Amazon provides basic data about how much inventory the sellers should expect to sell and recommends quantities to ship to each fulfillment center at given times. In Seller A’s experience, third-party vendors have more precisely made the predictions about where to send what quantity of inventory than Amazon has. This suggests that third-party vendors and third-party sellers can develop more valuable knowledge about inventory management on Amazon’s own platform than Amazon itself.

Other third-party vendor services include law firms that specialize in navigating Amazon’s internal “legal system.” Amazon’s internal process for responding to complaints of intellectual property infringement and ensuring its own regulatory compliance—among other legal compliance activities—sometimes results in third-party sellers’ losing listings or suffering some other form of penalty. One Seller A principal recounts, for example, occasionally having to engage with Amazon’s employees to demonstrate Seller A’s compliance with various medical device regulations across different jurisdictions. To that end, some practicing lawyers have begun to study how Amazon deals with legal and regulatory issues that arise on its platform and have offered representation to third-party sellers in various disputes with Amazon about their products. Third-party vendors are a notable and perhaps surprising feature of the Amazon ecosystem. Naturally, they would not exist nor provide these services in the absence of Amazon’s platform.
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7. Postscript on Amazon and CPAP Market

Sometime in late 2021, one of the two largest CPAP distributors with a presence on Amazon Marketplace abruptly pulled all of its listings.\textsuperscript{319} This naturally reduced the availability of CPAP products on Amazon. Within a month, smaller dealers rushed in to fill the gap.\textsuperscript{320} Sellers of CPAP supplies on Amazon seem to be able to enter and exit the Amazon Marketplace slice of the CPAP supplies market more or less at will, limited only perhaps by various manufacturer-related agreements. In the three years the Author has been gathering information about the market, dealers’ sales and products’ prices on the platform have ebbed and flowed. Largely, though, supply has remained high and prices relatively low—and certainly lower than MAP or MSRP.

IV. IMPLICATIONS OF THE CASE

The consumer welfare standard, by focusing on what consumers receive for what they pay for certain products and on whether judges can, with minimal error, evaluate various complex business practices, has resulted in a narrow approach to antitrust scrutiny.\textsuperscript{321} Supplying more economic evidence of lower consumer prices is unlikely to persuade New Antitrust reformers, who are focused on the broader social consequences that the standard has allegedly brought about.\textsuperscript{322} Nonetheless, the analysis of the case study would be incomplete without linking observations about the market to now-conventional consumer welfare economics. In the CPAP market on Amazon, prices remain mostly low and consumers can still consume more CPAP supplies at lower prices than they could in the DME store market structure that existed before Amazon. Such is consistent with consumer welfare antitrust’s focus on allocative efficiency.\textsuperscript{323}

The case also reveals positive social consequences of Amazon’s consolidation of online retail. The analysis of these consequences is more responsive to the reformers’ charges that concentration has already caused or always causes broader social harm not captured in an analysis strictly of welfare economics. The case shows at least three important social benefits that flow from Amazon’s concentration that support arguments responsive to both historic antitrust arguments and New Antitrust claims about the dangers of concentrated market
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structures. First, small businesses—the “small dealers” of Justice Rufus Peckham’s famous majority opinion324—are growing by complementing Amazon’s platform resources. One of the more unique aspects of this small business growth is the e-commerce skill-building taking place among Amazon third-party sellers. While Amazon’s platform handles, among other things, technological problems, fulfillment, and logistics,325 third-party sellers are investing in inventory management, manufacturer relations, and similar skills.326 Seller A’s principal has translated these skills from the Amazon business to other platforms such as Walmart and eBay. Like most businesses, third-party seller businesses hire employees, contributing to employment in the economy. Third-third-party vendors supply valuable, innovative tools and services to third-party sellers and those businesses also employ people. Whether overall employment and innovation occurring because of Amazon’s concentrated platform increases consumer welfare on net, or whether Amazon-related employment and innovation cause net economic growth, is an empirical question not completely answered in this case study. Nonetheless, employment and innovation owing to Amazon’s concentration of online retail must in some way contribute to overall employment and innovation in the economy. At minimum, the employment, innovation, and other valuable activities this case observes on Amazon’s platform has social value in and of itself.

The remainder of this Part is divided into two Sections. The first lays out an economic analysis of the studied market, while the second engages with broader social and economic questions, such as whether Amazon is, on net, socially costly or socially productive. The economic analysis of the former applies the economic philosophy of the consumer welfare standard to the CPAP market. As it is the primary economic paradigm underpinning modern antitrust law, identifying how it applies to new real-world problems deserves treatment here, despite the New Antitrust reformers’ argument that consumer welfare should

324. See United States v. Trans-Mo. Freight Ass’n, 166 U.S. 290, 323–24 (1897).
325. Though, naturally, third-party sellers can choose not to use all of Amazon’s fulfillment and delivery logistics services. See generally Brian Connolly, How to Sell & Ship Your Own Products with Amazon FBM, JUNGLESOUT (Nov. 8, 2021), https://www.junglescout.com/blog?p=24116&payroll-insurancespayroll-insurancespayroll-insurancespayroll-insurancespayroll-insurances%5B5253F%5D=First%2Bpayroll-insurances%5B253F%5D=First%2Bpayroll-insurances%5B18F%5D=First%2Bpayroll-insurances%5B9F%5D=First%2Bpayroll-insurances%5B2%5D=First%2Bpayroll-insurances%5B52%5D=First%2Bpayroll-insurances%5B2F%5D=First%2Bpayroll-insurances%5B%5D=First%2Bpayroll-insurances%5Btime%5D=seek_to_second_number?wtime=seek_to_second_number [perma.cc/AQB4-V4DG].
not be the only paradigm applied in antitrust law. The broader social questions addressed in the second Section include, *inter alia*, whether the New Antitrust reformers are correct in claiming that Amazon’s market concentration and the new structure of online retail will inevitably cause inequality, reduced innovation, lower employment, and other similar ills.

### A. Consumer Welfare in the CPAP Market

The consumer welfare standard asks primarily whether consumers are paying higher prices, or receiving lower quantity or quality, than they would otherwise pay or receive in a market without the alleged antitrust malfeasance.\(^{327}\) The pricing data from this case, along with the observation that Amazon permits avoiding costly insurance reimbursement models, permits the inference that consumers pay lower prices and, at minimum, enjoy greater access to CPAP supplies because of the existence of the Amazon Marketplace.

#### 1. Prices and Output

Lower prices increase consumer welfare because consumers can consume more products given the same level of income.\(^ {328}\) That is, if CPAP users can pay less for various nonprescription components, they will have more money to spend in other utility-increasing purchases. Amazon has created productive efficiency gains through the Marketplace platform, as well as through its logistics and distribution program. This has, in turn, facilitated third-party sellers’ productive efficiency gains in inventory management and manufacturer relations, all of which have combined to give CPAP users greater overall utility.\(^ {329}\)

The table above demonstrates significant differences in the Amazon price and the MSRPs or MAPs for CPAP supplies that consumers would pay in the absence of availability on Amazon. A consumer could, for example, purchase two Fisher & Paykel CPAP pillows for less than the MAP and three for the MSRP.\(^ {330}\) Some recommendations suggest that users should replace such products as
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often as every month.\textsuperscript{331} Thus, consumers can change out CPAP pillows more often, increasing the utility derived from use of their machines. Alternatively, consumers can spend far less on products throughout a given time period, instead retaining those resources to satisfy other preferences. This is the essence of allocative efficiency: paying less for CPAP cushions means consumers have more resources to satisfy their preferences and increase their utility by purchasing other goods and services or investing free capital. In theory, this adds up to increased economic welfare. If manufacturers increase output in response to dealers’ demands for more product to sell on Amazon, the law of demand suggests prices will fall, thus illustrating further the cost savings from buying CPAP supplies on Amazon. Output data is harder to interpret,\textsuperscript{332} but lower prices and greater ease of purchase through Amazon and other e-commerce platforms suggest greater output is likely as manufacturers produce more in response to the greater demand that Amazon’s platform facilitates.

2. Convenience

Amazon has created social value by providing a platform on which consumers can shop more conveniently. Notably, this observation applies as much to any product sold on Amazon as it does to the CPAP market. In addition to the price competition that takes place among dealers, buyers on Amazon can save time and search costs\textsuperscript{333} by shopping for and comparing substitute goods on Amazon. By reducing the time consumers spend searching and evaluating products to buy, Amazon provides the public with savings that increase allocative efficiency. Similarly, Amazon offers two-day shipping in most markets and even one-day or same-day shipping in others.\textsuperscript{334} These short shipping windows save consumers time and search costs, too. Amazon—and its third-party sellers—are able to do this because of Amazon’s investments in its platform, fulfillment, and distribution systems described throughout this case. Amazon and its third-party
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sellers could not have delivered on these cost savings from shopping and buying convenience if not for the Marketplace platform and FBA.

3. Harm to Consumers?

There are several potential harms to consumers that could come from buying CPAP equipment on Amazon, but these potential harms do not necessarily make the case for or against antitrust intervention. One substantial harm or risk is that unscrupulous third-party sellers may sell counterfeit CPAP equipment to purchasers. A common complaint against Amazon Marketplace over the years is that Amazon has not done enough to police counterfeit goods. This is, perhaps, less consequential when the goods are shoes or clothing, but the risk of injury from an unwitting consumer attaching counterfeit accessories to a restricted medical device is much greater.

CPAP machines are technically complex devices, and selecting appropriate accessories may be beyond the competency of some online consumers. Mismatched, low-quality, broken, or otherwise defective components are more likely to appear for sale on Amazon than in DME stores. This fact of the CPAP market might counsel toward a distribution system where the user receives greater service before and after the sale. For example, DME stores might offer assistance with fitment, with evaluating brand quality, or with confirming compatibility of different components. As with counterfeit products, purchasing a hat or a trunk organizer, to name two examples, is a relatively low risk endeavor compared to a purchase of medical equipment, which suggests that Amazon might not be the best place for the average consumer to buy CPAP supplies. This distinction may also explain the difference between the MAP or MSRP prices at DME stores and other online outlets, on the one hand, and lower Amazon prices, on the other. Of course, some CPAP third-party sellers are—or have some relationship with—professional dealers of CPAP equipment. Seller A and Seller B, for instance, are both positioned to provide some pre- and post-sale services through their Amazon third-party seller accounts, including support for consumers’ technical questions and a system for processing returns for items that the consumer selected and purchased by mistake.

335. See, e.g., Letter from David Kahan, Birkenstock CEO, to Birkenstock Retail Partners, Re: Amazon (July 20, 2017); see also Letter from David Kahan, Birkenstock CEO, to Birkenstock Partners, Subject: Birkenstock Products on the Amazon.com Marketplace, CNBC (July 5, 2016).

Finally, evidence suggests that prices change, sometimes dramatically and quickly, on Amazon;\(^3\) one day, a particular product might sell lower or higher than on other days, raising consumers’ buying costs. Some buyers may have the time or preference for watching prices to obtain lower ones, while others may simply wish to make the purchase during a particular time interval. The latter purchaser would end up paying more. As described above, both New Antitrust reformers and Chicago School economists have observed the benefits associated with avoiding all-out price wars, since an unstable short-term price war may end up harming consumers more than helping them in the long run.\(^3\) In sum, even though there are potential harms to consumers, this does not specifically demonstrate that antitrust intervention is necessary or appropriate.

4. Harm to Third-Party Sellers (and Manufacturers) at the Hands of Amazon

One of the most significant charges New Antitrust reformers levy is that Amazon sometimes behaves aggressively toward third-party sellers, especially of more generic goods.\(^3\) The New Antitrust reformers theorize that Amazon’s size and market power, gleaned from consolidating e-commerce and logistics, will lead it to deploy aggressive tactics against its third-party seller competitors.\(^3\) As described above, Amazon competes directly with its third-party sellers on its platform and can do so at multiple junctures.\(^3\) For example, Amazon has, at times, sought to become an authorized distributor of CPAP products, though, according to Seller A’s principal, manufacturers have largely rebuffed its efforts. If it were to change the manufacturers’ minds, Amazon would be in direct competition with Seller A and Seller B. It could also begin private-labeling CPAP components, as Seller B has done. Certainly, competition from Amazon, with its deep pockets and ability to buy at scale, could dramatically interfere with the ability of Seller A, Seller B, or both, to enjoy profits through sales on Amazon Marketplace.

The other important New Antitrust charge is that Amazon copies generic products and sells them head-to-head in competition with those products’ creators or manufacturers.\(^3\) According to the

\(^3\) Interview with Seller A principals, at Seller A office, supra note 289.
\(^3\) See supra Section III.D.2.
\(^3\) See Khan, supra note 2, at 781–82.
\(^3\) Id. at 780–81.
\(^3\) Id. at 781.
\(^3\) Id. at 782.
reformers, the ultimate outcome of Amazon’s potential competition against its third-party sellers will be to drive them from the market, thus further reducing competition and more firmly solidifying an uncompetitive market structure tilted toward Amazon.\footnote{343} For example, in 2020, Amazon was accused of copying a trunk organizer that a third-party seller, Fortem, created.\footnote{344} While it is common practice for retailers to sell private label items, the New Antitrust reformers argue that Amazon’s doing so is uniquely troubling because of how much data it generates from the operation of Marketplace.\footnote{345} In the Fortem case, Amazon’s insiders could reverse-engineer margins on sales from the trunk organizers because Fortem’s own seller account made 99.5 percent of the total sales of the Fortem trunk organizers on the platform.\footnote{346} This allowed Amazon to hone in much more accurately on the potential profitability of selling its own clone. It does not appear that Fortem has been chased from the market for trunk organizers, as its products are still available on Amazon at the time of this Article, and JungleScout data shows that Fortem sold over $250,000 worth of a single model of trunk organizer in February of 2023.\footnote{347} This Article’s case did not uncover any information suggesting that Amazon is attempting to produce its own unrestricted CPAP supplies, though perhaps this is because cloning more sophisticated medical supplies might not be as simple as copying a trunk organizer.

Furthermore, the New Antitrust reformers have observed that many third-party sellers rely on Amazon for all or most of their sales.\footnote{348} This gives Amazon a substantial amount of control and, perhaps as the New Antitrust reformers have charged, the ability to greatly hinder these sellers’ ability to make a living.\footnote{349} For example, Seller A’s principal has recounted times where Seller A has been suspended from a listing on the basis of an intellectual property complaint or due to Amazon’s misunderstanding about whether the products could be sold
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legally.\textsuperscript{350} Had he been unable to clear up these disputes, he could have lost his seller account and had his business materially impaired. But, instances in which Amazon has arbitrarily acted in a way that materially damaged a third-party seller’s business are not all that common, and it seems as though Amazon has not exercised its power in this way. A cornerstone of the New Antitrust’s argument is that concentrated market structure and market power will inevitably lead to firms with market power exercising that power arbitrarily or maliciously against rivals\textsuperscript{351}—for example, Amazon could clone a seller’s product and undercut the seller on price, or Amazon could suspend a seller’s account capriciously. A major part of this Article’s contribution is that while Amazon could use its market power to cause much greater harm to its third-party sellers, it simply has not done so. Furthermore, as described more thoroughly below, Amazon has numerous incentives not only to treat sellers in a benign way, but to cater to them and offer them benefits for continuing or expanding their sales on the Marketplace platform.

The picture of Amazon’s treatment of third-party sellers in this Article’s case is mixed. One Seller A principal described feeling as though Seller A, at times, was caught in the morass of a large, lumbering bureaucracy that is quick and sometimes arbitrary in doling out penalties.\textsuperscript{352} Nonetheless, he also praised Amazon for catering to him and facilitating his sales growth in foreign jurisdictions by smoothing legal and regulatory issues and by greatly discounting seller fees.\textsuperscript{353} Seller B’s principal found himself frustrated during the height of the price wars among third-party sellers in the CPAP market that took place in the latter half of the 2010s. These price wars greatly undercut minimum advertised price policies and caused Seller B difficulty in inventory management and profit projection. Amazon generally does not assist manufacturers and brands in enforcing MAP policies and similar restrictions. Nonetheless, Seller B considers Amazon’s FBA program essential to his business. A limitation of the case study approach of this Article is that the experiences of Sellers A and B with Amazon may or may not be generalizable, stipulating, however, that no dealer-retailer relationship exists without some sort

\textsuperscript{350} Interview with Seller A principals, at Seller A office, supra note 289.
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\textsuperscript{352} Email from Seller A principal to Martin Edwards, supra note 281; cf. supra Section III.D.6 (describing Amazon seller lawyers).
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of frustration or strategic maneuvering. Sellers of less sophisticated or more generic products may be at much more risk than Seller A or Seller B of competition from Amazon, since cloning generic products is relatively less costly than cloning sophisticated products like CPAP supplies. This case ultimately did not reveal evidence that Amazon is maliciously or intentionally harming third-party sellers, and the evidence that Amazon was harming them unintentionally or indirectly through its market power is not strong.

Some other prominent manufacturers, such as Birkenstock and Nike, have fought to avoid any sales of their products on Amazon. These manufacturers refuse to authorize Amazon as a dealer of their products and apparently prohibit authorized dealers from reselling their products on Amazon. While this is true of some CPAP supplies manufacturers, Nike and Birkenstock have invested more resources in preventing these sales. Allegedly, Amazon has responded by promising to invest more in policing counterfeit and unauthorized sales of particular brands in exchange for those brands’ permitting authorized sales on Amazon. Perhaps this is an example of the New Antitrust’s theory that Amazon can leverage its platform market power to unfairly pressure brands such Birkenstock and Nike to permit Amazon sales that these brands view as inconsistent with their values. Alternatively, vertical relationships and messy markets are products of complicated and expensive problems such as imperfect property rights and contractual governance and are not necessarily evidence, by themselves, of harm attributable to Amazon’s concentration of online retail.
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B. Social Value

At the heart of the New Antitrust reformers’ case against Amazon is an understanding that, for all the efficiency and welfare benefits that Amazon has brought about, antitrust law should incorporate other considerations, too. These reformers wish to expand antitrust law to emphasize the impact of large firms on smaller competitors, or simply on those that consumer welfare antitrust advocates might dismiss as merely less efficient rivals.\textsuperscript{360} New Antitrust reformers also raise questions of whether consolidation means fewer jobs or even less market power for workers.\textsuperscript{361} Reformers are also alarmed by the political and social power large technology companies have amassed, though these issues may not be specific to Amazon.\textsuperscript{362} The evidence from this case paints a different picture of the broader social landscape than the one the New Antitrust movement presents. Specifically, Amazon’s concentration of the platform, fulfillment, and logistics aspects of the supply chain have increased growth opportunities for small businesses. Small businesses employ workers and generate wealth for their owners, who, in turn, innovate and develop skills that not only increase the value of Amazon to them, but that they may deploy on alternative platforms, as well.

1. Small Businesses

Many third-party sellers are “small dealers.”\textsuperscript{363} They find themselves at the point of the supply chain between the manufacturer of a product and the retailers and consumers of that product. Often, third-party sellers like Seller A are distributors who purchase a wholesale quantity of goods and resell those goods through Amazon’s platform. Their economic incentive is to generate enough sales at high enough prices to cover the cost of the goods they purchase wholesale and the expenses they incur from transporting and selling them. Seller A’s profit consists of its sales less the commissions it pays to Amazon for sales and FBA, wholesale costs, and overhead. Seller A’s business is profitable enough to support salaries for owner-employees. Prior to selling on Amazon, Seller A sold almost exclusively through its in-house e-commerce platform. The costs associated with running its own
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e-commerce platform, marketing the platform and products, and purchasing logistics and distribution services were substantially greater than the costs it now incurs using Amazon Marketplace. Seller A, Amazon, and consumers all share in the increased wealth created through Amazon’s consolidation of the online retail platform market.

Seller B has, throughout its time in business, both acted as an authorized reseller of other manufacturers’ products and begun creating private label versions of common nonprescription CPAP components. Seller B has its own e-commerce website as well, both for private label brands and for traditional products. Seller B uses FBA both for reselling other products and for selling private label products. Seller B’s principal developed skills and techniques for managing inventory and profit margins on resales and is now translating those skills into selling private-labeled products. Seller B’s principal sees the market for CPAP supplies on Amazon converging upon a more stable collection of sellers, pricing, and distribution than exists at present and than existed during earlier periods of significant price wars. The experiences of Sellers A and B in interacting with the Marketplace platform and third-party vendors illustrate the way that small businesses can generate skills and innovation within the framework of Amazon Marketplace’s platform market.

In fact, third-party sellers and their vendors often know better than Amazon how to maximize sales and earnings from the use of Amazon’s platform. Indeed, numerous small e-commerce businesses such as those in the CPAP components market could not, as a practical matter, achieve nearly the volume of nationwide and even global sales without leveraging Amazon’s resources. These dealers, in other words, could not compete with one another without the platform and logistics elements of the supply chain Amazon has consolidated. Such positive effects may simply be those generally associated with scale; however, Amazon is not simply exploiting scale itself, but is selling it to third-party sellers. That Amazon sells scale to third-party sellers illustrates that Amazon itself must consider doing so to be, in some significant way, more profitable than keeping the platform all to
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itself. To be sure, the New Antitrust proposes that this is a short-term strategy to grow Amazon’s market power, which Amazon can then use later to earn unfair monopoly profits. However, that need not be true. Amazon could be investing in its platform and logistics in order to earn profits from these innovations later. Antitrust law is, indeed, about trying to tease out which is which and what test to use—whether a consumer welfare-based approach, a market structure approach, or some other approach entirely.

Furthermore, expanded profit opportunities from collecting commissions on third-party sales incentivizes Amazon to not only open its platform to third-party sellers, but to cater to them. This is not to claim that Amazon’s motivations for suffering third-party sellers on its platform are charitable or magnanimous, only that this Article’s case demonstrates that it is in Amazon’s interest to treat third-party sellers well. Amazon appears to have chosen to share in the gains it facilitates but perhaps could not produce on its own. This Article suggests that Amazon caters to third-party sellers to maximize the value it enjoys from its Marketplace platform.

2. Skills Investment

According to Seller A’s principals, third-party sellers often become inventory management experts, knowing even better than Amazon where to allocate inventory within the FBA system. For example, Amazon’s internal inventory management software proposes certain allocations of inventory among its geographically distributed warehouses. Seller A uses a third-third-party vendor for software that also presents those allocations based on its customers’ data. Seller A’s principal finds that his own judgment, combined with the third-third-party software, results in efficiently allocated inventory and, therefore, sizable profits. Among other things, Amazon’s consolidation of retail and logistics frees up Seller A’s principal to focus on inventory management.
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Seller B’s principal also reports that using FBA is more efficient for his business, including his private label business.\footnote{Telephone Interview with Seller B principal, supra note 289.} He transferred his experience with FBA as a reseller to use in his private label business. More efficient division of labor—for example, Seller A’s principal focusing on inventory management while Amazon focuses on fulfillment—is, of course, a driver of productive efficiency and therefore allocative efficiency. But, Seller A’s and Seller B’s principals now have transferrable skills that they can deploy both on and off Amazon. Seller A’s principal reports transferring his skills to sales on eBay and Walmart. The development of these skills and resources creates social value for entrepreneurs, even when those skills might not translate perfectly into consumer welfare.

3. Third-Third-Party Vendors

A dynamic and growing ecosystem of vendors caters to third-party sellers.\footnote{See supra Section IV.A.4.} These third-third-party vendors provide everything from software to legal services for third-party sellers. Seller A has used three different third-third-party sellers in the course of its business and contracts for additional services targeted at e-commerce more generally.\footnote{iMessage from Seller A principal to Martin Edwards (Feb. 4, 2022, 4:57 PM).} These businesses exist to facilitate productive efficiencies at the distribution level of the consumer products supply chain. Like third-party sellers themselves, third-third-party sellers are profitable small businesses or startups. They create opportunities for wealth creation, growth, and employment. Notably, the most valuable third-third-party seller that Seller A deploys is the one that crunches Amazon’s fulfillment data to determine how to allocate inventory within the FBA system.\footnote{Interview with Seller A principals, at Seller A office, supra note 289; see also iMessage from Seller A principal to Martin Edwards, supra note 376.} Similar to the skills and innovations associated with Seller A’s and Seller B’s operation of their respective businesses, third-third-party vendors are also innovative entrepreneurs. While the New Antitrust reformers propose that Amazon’s concentration results in stopping or slowing innovation,\footnote{See Khan, supra note 358, at 973.} this case shows that Amazon’s platform has facilitated substantial innovations in inventory management, even those completely outside of Amazon’s own efforts to innovate in this area. Furthermore, Amazon is not using its market power to stop this innovation, and, again, it has
incentives to facilitate these innovations by catering to third-party sellers.

4. Employment & Wages

Seller A typically has two to three employees, some of which are LLC member-employees, and has usually employed at least one part- or full-time nonmember employee. Seller B has at least five employees across its business lines. Mechanically, this means that Seller A’s and Seller B’s businesses create more job opportunities. More job opportunities create more demand in the labor market. Labor market demand creates more employee choice, which, in turn, offers employees greater bargaining power and higher wages, better benefits, or both. New Antitrust reformers often decry consolidation or concentration for productive efficiency as a euphemism for terminating workers. For example, many efficiencies that merging companies claim when executing the mergers might materialize only by reducing the number of jobs available at the merged enterprise. Analogously, Amazon’s consolidation of retail is thought to harm workers because Amazon’s scale may require fewer workers to operate the businesses that existed before the consolidation occurred. But, because of its scale, many other small e-commerce businesses can now compete with each other at a larger scale. This suggests the possibility of greater employment opportunities within these businesses, which contributes to competition in the labor market as a whole. Dovetailing with the desires of the New Antitrust reformers for competitively structured markets, Amazon’s platform arguably hosts more competitively structured markets among distributors of some products than existed before Amazon Marketplace was launched. Not only is this an observable outcome in accord with the reformers’ underlying goals, but
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one that might not have been possible in the absence of Amazon’s market concentration.

V. CONCLUSION

This Article’s case study of a market on Amazon’s Marketplace platform demonstrates the socially productive aspects of Amazon’s market consolidation. All organizations of production and distribution have socially productive and socially harmful consequences; in the CPAP market as elsewhere, these tradeoffs are inevitable. New Antitrust reformers have identified a number of socially harmful consequences—such as wealth inequality, stagnating wages, and reductions in innovation—that they attribute to market concentration, especially via large technology companies. Many of their arguments call for greater legal intervention in concentrated markets in an effort to roll back these consequences and stave off further concentration. Scholars and commentators have replied with both contrary evidence and arguments favoring consumer welfare antitrust. Many of those arguments aptly demonstrate the enduring economic principles that support the consumer welfare standard. This Article, while it does accord with those evidence- and economics-based refutations of proposed reform, goes a step further by broadening the scope of socially productive activity that Amazon’s market consolidation has supported. It ultimately concludes that there are not only economic benefits, but social benefits, that accrue and compound upstream of Amazon’s platform consolidation and market dominance.
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